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We have held on to the idea that Jamshedpur is a small town at heart. We believe that it wants to keep its community fabric–
its short distances between work and home and community recreation –the basis of a quality of life. We also believe, and this
is especially true for the young professional generation,that Jamshedpur wants to be a city and have the resources of entertainment, shopping, education and culture that extend beyond its borders and beyond the confinement of the home town. In
the Town within the Park within the City model we believe we have found a way to converge these two ideals while also embracing the innovation of previous planning schemes with particular note and fondness of the F.C.Temple Plan, also known as
Jamshedpur’s “Garden City Plan” of the 1920s and 1930s.
Surrounding the concept of the Town is the concept of Park. When we looked at the city of Jamshedpur and compiled its
passive and active recreation areas, it seemed clear to us that there was tremendous opportunity with the amount of green
space available within the city. We began weaving the opportunity of the existing green network together with areas of aged
Tata housing (50 years or older) and natural stream corridors until we were able to identify natural “belting” systems that
could become ecological buffer zones, parkways to individual towns. In many ways it is the inverse of the “Central Park” concept, where instead the Park surrounds the Town, instead of the Town surrounding the Park.Town within a Park within a City
concept model.
The basic Town within a Park model multiplies and creates several Parkway systems that intertwine. We have also identified
City centers that overlay the Jamshedpur Command Area. These are resources that are provided for the city-atlarge.Centers
like Jubilee Park, Rivers Meet Park, the City Nursery, Museum town, Centenary Park Malls and the entire “new” Jamshedpur”
Riverfront community and its boardwalk,which is activated by active / passive recreation, access to the water and commercial activities.
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